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1. The Fiscal Crises
Si th t f th l b l fi i l i i i 2008 t• Since the onset of the global financial crisis in 2008, most
governments have spent more than they raise in taxes, and the
process continues (QE 1, 2 of the US Fed, the ECB, the BoJ)p ocess co ues (Q , o e US ed, e C , e oJ)

• US official public debt exceeds 100% of GDP, still rising
Japan’s public debt exceeds 230% of GDP, still rising

• Levels above 100% are not sustainable in the long run
• China’s public debt: never above 33.5%, now 22.4%
• Switzerland’s public debt: 35.4%, sinking
• The Swiss recipe:

- A realistic concept of what the government can and should doA realistic concept of what the government can and should do
- responsibility and discipline in the political establishment
- a business-friendly tax system
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2. High Structural Unemployment
U l t d b i t d ff t th• Unemployment caused by an economic turndown affects the
young first and especially hard

• Increasing the quota of tertiary education without concurrent rise• Increasing the quota of tertiary education without concurrent rise
in job opportunities for academics creates a new proletariat

• The Eurozone’s average unemployment is volatile at 11.5% g p y
• US are now at 5.9%, Germany at 4.9%, China at 4.1%
• Switzerland’s unemployment rate is 3% and stable
• The Swiss recipe:

- Top rank in innovation: most patent applications to the European
Patent Office come from Switzerland, ahead of Finnland and SwedenPatent Office come from Switzerland, ahead of Finnland and Sweden

- dual education system: professional education on the job parallel to
education at vocational schools, easing school-to-work transition, 
providing «late-bloomers» with an opportunity for tertiary education
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providing «late-bloomers» with an opportunity for tertiary education



3. The Water Crisis
S it f t ith d t lit lt f titi• Scarcity of water with adequate quality results from competition
for the world’s ultimate scarce resource

• During the 20th century the increase in the world’s population• During the 20th century, the increase in the world s population
was 400%, but freshwater consumption grew 900%, resulting in 
a depletion of water resources which is not sustainable

• Drought in Russia in 2010 -> restrictions in agricultural exports
-> price increases in North Africa -> riots («Arab Spring»)
S it l d th k t i t h i f E ’ t• Switzerland, thanks to ist geography, is one of Europe’s water
reservoirs (origin of Rhine, Rhone, of Danube and Po tributaries)

• The Swiss recipe:The Swiss recipe:
- Excellent research and advanced technology in water purification
- Close and fair cooperation with neighbouring countries on allocation
of water (‘Rhine Commission’)
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of water ( Rhine Commission )



4. Income Disparity
Wid i i b t th i h t d th t• Widening income gaps between the richest and the poorest
citizens threaten stability as well as economic development

• Measured with the «Gini Factor» (0=equal distribution 1=one• Measured with the «Gini Factor» (0=equal distribution, 1=one
person has all income), before taxes and transfers
- the US score 0.499, Canada 0.447
- Germany scores 0.492, Denmark 0.429
Gini Factor after taxes and transfers («take home pay»)
- the US score 0.380, Canada 0.320,
- Germany scores 0.286, Denmark 0.252

• Switzerland with 0.372 before, 0.298 after taxes, at the lower end 
Th S i i• The Swiss recipe:
- Strong SME sector supporting a large middle class
- Low profile of the wealthy (traditional aversion to showing wealth)
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5. Climate Change
Th i d fi it l t iti t li t h d t d t• The race is definitely on to mitigate climate change and to adapt
to the remaining climatic risks

• The higher-income OECD countries have the best adaptive g p
quality, but have massively underused it

• Lack of progress in addressing climate risks is a global 
governance issuegovernance issue

• Economic interests – maintaining a competitive position in price
sensitive product lines – often discourage effective action

• Switzerland’s own ‘large footprint’ is a problem
• The Swiss recipe:

- Creativity and innovation in the Swiss cleantech companies’, whichCreativity and innovation in the Swiss cleantech companies , which
makes Switzerland a world leader in this industry

- Ambitious legislation to impose a 20% reduction of Greenhouse gas
emissions from their 1990 level by 2020
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6. Natural and Man-Made Catastrophies
W i t th t ( t fl d• We experience extreme weather events (storms, floods,  
droughts) and geophysical disasters (earthquakes, tsunamis
and volcanic eruptions) with increasing frequencya d o ca c e up o s) c eas g eque cy

• Much of this is man-made, e.g. increased commercial and
residential building in hazard-prone areas

• Existing precautions fail to prevent foreseeable damage to lives, 
health and infrastructure
S it l d i h t l h i b d i t d• Switzerland is home to avalanches in snow-bound winters and
plagued by floods if rain and melting snow cumulate

• The Swiss recipe:The Swiss recipe:
• - Improve local precautions

- Major insurers like Swiss Re engage in massive research into
the causes of and remedies for natural catastrophies
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the causes of and remedies for natural catastrophies.  



7. Governance Failure
C i ith t f th t i k ld i l• Coping with most of the top risks would require close
cooperation around the globe and across all national borders
which currently still constitute effective barriersc cu e y s co s u e e ec e ba e s

• Inadequate global institutions and networks, competing national 
political interests, an increasing erosion of trust in governments
or any other bureaucratic organisation weaken governance

• A narrowminded focus on short term goals and on individual  
competitive gains prevails over the long term common goodcompetitive gains prevails over the long term common good

• Reforms in large political entities tend to take longer
• The Swiss recipe:The Swiss recipe:

- Direct democracy facilitates identification with the local area
- Problem solving capacity is enhanced by subsidiarity
- Active leadership in global initiatives has long term rewards
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- Active leadership in global initiatives has long term rewards



8. Food Crises
F d i ft lt f il bilit f t i ffi i t• Food crises often result from unavailability of water in sufficient
quantity and quality

• Migration to cities and de-population of rural ares upset the• Migration to cities and de-population of rural ares upset the
balance between production of and demand for food

• The trend of increasing meat production at the expense of foodg p p
based on plants and the use of plants for energy generation
cause additional strains on agricultural resources
S it l d d d i t f th 50% f it• Switzerland depends on imports for more than 50% of its
nutrition needs and is thus particularly vulnerable to food crises

• The Swiss recipe:The Swiss recipe:
- Pragmatism: Keep a non-competitive agricultural sector alive
- Openness: Support free trade agreements including the food sector
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9. Systemic Risks of Financial Institutions
Th 2007/2008 l b l fi i l i i ( ll f L h• The 2007/2008 global financial crisis (collapse of Lehman 
Brothers) has demonstrated the perilous interdependence
resulting from the globalization of the financial industryesu g o e g oba a o o e a c a dus y

• Efforts to cope with the «too-big-to-fail» problem are under way, 
but have not yet achieved a comfortable level of global security

• «Shadow banks» pose the risk of insufficient transparency
• Government bail-outs bleed the taxpayer, distort competition

d d i th k tand undermine the markets
• Switzerland with its large financial sector is challenged
• The Swiss recipe:• The Swiss recipe:

- «Swiss finish» put on internationally accepted capital requirements
(Basel III) places Swiss global banks among the safest today
So nd fiscal polic pro ides a solid frame ork for the financial sector
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- Sound fiscal policy provides a solid framework for the financial sector



10. Political and Social Instability
• International political stability suffers as a result of increasinglyInternational political stability suffers as a result of increasingly

agressive commercial conflicts all the way to military warfare
• Around 1 billion people, a third of the world’s urban population, 

live in slums which engender chronic social instability
• Many factors mentioned earlier cause or contribute to domestic

instability: Fiscal crises unemployment severe incomeinstability: Fiscal crises, unemployment, severe income
disparity, food and water crises, mismanaged urbanization

• Switzerland has had a stable government and no significantg g
labour unrest for much of the last 100 years

• The Swiss recipe:
Effi i t i f t t ll f th f i t- Efficient infrastructure allows for growth of economic centers
without excessive residential urbanization

- Direct democracy acts as a brake on rash changes – any changes!
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